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Alex is a changer of lives. She helps corporate teams 
and individuals set and achieve their goals, develop their 
strengths, balance, sustainability, and their creativity. In 
short, she helps others find more stability, happiness, and 
in doing so achieve more than they dreamed possible.  
 
Her work with senior executive teams, professionals in 
the business and medical world, and also people who find 
themselves at a crossroads in their professional or 
personal lives, has made her renowned as an expert in 
motivation, positive attitude, and long-term achievement.  
 
Hers is an innovative and unique method; she stands out 
in her capacity to understand and work with the human 
element. Alex lives what she teaches and her energy 
is unparalleled, drawing out the best in the people and 
groups she works with all over the world.  
 
Alex Panayotou is a charismatic international motivational 
and TEDx Speaker, and is active around the globe.  
  
“One of the most inspirational guest speakers” according 
to Jean Francois Dekimpe, (Coca-Cola Eurasia & Africa)  
 
Alex’s story is an inspirational and motivating one. Through it she has become an expert in overcoming 
obstacles and adversity; her positive attitude and energy stand out.   
 
Having run more kilometres than most people have driven, Alex draws on her exceptional athletic 
achievements to enrich her professional capability and programs. She started running at 30 years old, 
and quickly reached championship level. In 2004 she came 2nd in the Barcelona Marathon, 4th in the 
Greek Championships, and won many races before she turned to solo extreme distance running for 
charity. This makes her one of only about 5 women in the world who have run distances and challenges 
as extreme as 2010 km in 31 days, or 400 km non-stop.  
  
These extreme endurance feats have – however – been put in perspective by the physical, mental and 
emotional obstacles she dealt with from Autumn 2017 to early 2019. She was diagnosed with breast 
cancer and operated for a malignant tumour. Over the following year she underwent chemotherapy, 
and radiation therapy. Just as with all other great hurdles in the last 14 years, Alex took this in her 
stride.  
She faced this challenge with optimism, strength, and energy: starting to race again at the beginning of 
chemotherapy, and continuing through all of her treatment. As early as Summer 2018 she was back on 
the podium again in her age category and as overall winner.  
 
Her work works: she has turned an extremely challenging time into a transformational journey, and is 
now launching a new campaign, alongside her chosen vocation. This is a wake up call to help people 
take their lives into their own hands before adversity strikes them, and also to help those going through 
similarly challenging situations, address them and deal with them in the best way possible.  
 
Alex is an example that if we approach life with a positive attitude, are willing to change and adapt our 
behaviour, lifestyle, and habits, we can deal with our obstacles much more effectively, achieve more of 
our goals, and live life to the fullest.  
 


